CLASSIC DOME 2
PITCHING YOU TENT
1. Choose a flat site, clear away any sharp sticks or stones
that may damage your tent floor.
2. Lay out the inner tent and peg it out at the corners.

Peg out and
pitch the
innertent
first

3. Assemble the poles ensuring each section locks
together to form continuous lengths.
4. The two long poles go from corner to opposing corner.
Insert the pole end into the pin on the ring at the corner
of the tent and the other end into the pin on the corner
diagonally opposite. Attach the plastic c-clips on the
inner tent to the poles.
5. The short pole goes from the front to the back of the
tent over the main poles and the ends fit into the eyelets
in the webbing above the doors. The inner is pitched.
6. Unroll the fly and lay it over the tent. Attach Velcro
loops on inside of the fly to the poles. Hook the corners of
the fly to the rings. Peg out the front and back to create
the vestibules.
7. Guy Ropes are already attached to your tent. It is
important to securely peg out all guy ropes as the
weather can change at any time.

Please Note:
Your tent is not fire-proof, be vigilant around flames
and fire.
Do not cook inside your tent.
This tent is not designed or intended to be used as
permanent accommodation.

Pitched tent with fly

COMPONENT CHECKLIST
Inner tent and Fly
Fibreflex poles, 3 assemblies
and pole bag
12 Steel pegs and peg bag
Guy ropes (already attached
to tent)

DISASSEMBLY AND TENT CARE
Detach the fly from the inner and remove. Remove all the
poles and clean any dirt from the end ferrules. Fold these
up and return to their carry bag. Remove all pegs and clean
them before they are put away. Turn the inner over to
expose the floor - if this is damp or dirty, clean and allow to
dry.
Flip the inner the right way up and lay the fly evenly out on
top. Fold it up, folding into the centre, until the width is
the size of the carry bag. Then roll up, including the pole
and peg bags in the roll.
If you must pack your tent up when wet, dry out as soon as
possible to avoid mildew damage.
The specifications of your tent may vary from what is
shown as we are always working to improve and update
our products.
Made in China

